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Abstract. We study geometrical representation of oscillatory integrals
with an analytic phase function and a smooth amplitude with compact
support. Geometrical properties of the curves defined by the oscillatory
integral depend on the type of a critical point of the phase. We give
explicit formulas for the box dimension and the Minkowski content of
these curves. Methods include Newton diagrams and the resolution of
singularities.
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1. Introduction, motivation and definitions

This paper is a starting point of a study intended to relate the stan-
dard classification of singularities of maps with the fractal dimension and
the Minkowski content of curves defined by oscillatory integrals. The close
link between the theory of singularities and the investigation of oscillatory
integrals is well-known, and is explained in detail in [2]. Our purpose is to
connect these notions to the analysis of fractal data of curves as it is de-
scribed in [14]. In particular we consider the box counting dimension (also
called the box dimension), and the Minkowski content. It is worth noticing
that every rectifiable curve has a box dimension equal to 1. Hence the box
dimension is a tool to distinguish nonrectifiable curves. Notice that another
commonly used fractal dimension, the Hausdorff dimension, which takes the
value 1 on every non rectifiable smooth curve, cannot distinguish between
them.

One motivation originates in previous works, in which the behavior of a
(discrete or continuous) dynamical system in the neighborhood of a singular
point is analyzed through the box dimension of an orbit. For example, in
[16], the authors consider a family of planar polynomial vector fields, called
the standard model of the Hopf-Takens bifurcation. They prove that the box
dimension of any trajectory spiraling in the neighborhood of a limit cycle of
multiplicity m has the box dimension 2 − 1/m. They also link in [17], for
a planar analytic system with a weak focus singular point, the box dimen-
sion of a spiraling trajectory and the Lyapunov coefficients of the singularity.
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If we consider now a discrete dynamical system on the real line in the
neighborhood of a fixed point, the box dimension of a discrete orbit is re-
lated to the multiplicity of the generating function. This approach, together
with the standard methods combining the study of discrete and continuous
systems via the use of Poincaré first return map, leads to further results (see
[10] and [17]).

It is proved in [12] that the formal class of an analytic parabolic diffeo-
morphism is fully determined by the knowledge of a fractal data of a single
orbit: namely, its box dimension, its Minkowski content and another num-
ber called its residual content.

Based on these considerations, it seems relevant to study the singularities
of a map f : Rn → Rn by considering the fractal data of an oscillatory
integral with a phase f , and its geometric representation as a plane curve
parametrized by its real and imaginary part. We actually observed a rela-
tion between the type of a critical point of the phase and the box dimension
of the associated curve: a “high degeneracy” of the critical point causes a
“big accumulation” of the curve, which is reflected by a larger box dimen-
sion. This is the exact analogue of the phenomenon observed above for the
orbits or trajectories of dynamical systems. A well-known example of this
situation is the oscillatory Fresnel integral, and its geometric representation,
the Cornu spiral (also known as clothoid or Euler spiral). This curve plays
an important role in the problem of the construction of optimal trajectories
of a planar motion with a bounded derivative of the curvature; see [8]. Its
fractal data have been computed in [6]. It is worth noticing that the phase
function of a Fresnel integral has only non-degenerate critical points.

Our results can be summarized as follows. We consider oscillatory in-
tegrals with an analytic phase function and an amplitude with compact
support. We study the graph of the oscillatory integrals I(τ), as τ → ∞,
and also the curves defined in a standard way, analogously as the Cornu
spiral, which are defined by the parametrization given by the real and imag-
inary parts of the integral I(τ). We show that the box dimension and the
Minkowski content of the curves reveal the leading term of the asymptotic
expansion. More precisely, the oscillation index can be read from the box
dimension, while the leading coefficient can be read from the Minkowski
content in the case of Minkowski nondegeneracy. Minkowski degeneracy
corresponds to a nontrivial multiplicity of the oscillation index. In particu-
lar, for phase functions of two variables, we show explicitly how to connect
these notions to their Newton diagram.

We plan to pursue the present work in various directions. One goal is
the study, from our point of view, the bifurcations in parametric families
of maps and their caustics. Second, we would like to know how our results
behave if we take, in the oscillatory integral, an amplitude function which is
not of class C∞ (for example, oscillatory integrals on halfspaces). Finally,
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we want to develop our subject in the direction of tame, but non-analytic
phase functions.

The main results of this paper are presented in three theorems, with
respect to the dimension of the space: Theorems 1, 2 and 3, for n = 1,
n = 2 and n > 2, respectively. The main difference between the first two
theorems is caused by logarithmic terms which can appear in the expansion
of the integral in Theorem 2, while in Theorem 1, that is not possible. In
Theorem 3 powers of logarithmic terms can also appear.

1.1. The box dimension. For A ⊂ RN bounded we define the ε-neighbour-
hood of A as: Aε := {y ∈ RN : d(y,A) < ε}. By the lower s-dimensional
Minkowski content of A, for s ≥ 0, we mean

Ms
∗(A) := lim inf

ε→0

|Aε|
εN−s

,

and analogously for the upper s-dimensional Minkowski content M∗s(A). If
M∗s(A) =Ms

∗(A), we call the common value the s-dimensional Minkowski
content of A, and denote it byMs(A). The lower and upper box dimensions
of A are

dimBA := inf{s ≥ 0 :Ms
∗(A) = 0}

and analogously dimBA := inf{s ≥ 0 :M∗s(A) = 0}. If these two values
coincide, we call it simply the box dimension of A, and denote it by dimB A.
This will be our situation. If 0 < Md

∗(A) ≤ M∗d(A) < ∞ for some d,
then we say that A is Minkowski nondegenerate. In this case obviously
d = dimB A. In the case when the lower or upper d-dimensional Minkowski
content of A is equal to 0 or ∞, where d = dimB A, we say that A is
degenerate. If there existsMd(A) for some d andMd(A) ∈ (0,∞), then we
say that A is Minkowski measurable. For more details on these definitions
see, e.g., Falconer [4], and [16].

1.2. Examples of the box dimension.

(1) A basic example of fractal sets with a nontrivial box dimension is
the a-string defined by A = {k−a : k ∈ N}, where a > 0, introduced
by Lapidus; see, e.g., [9]. Here is dimB A = 1/(1 + a).

(2) Furthermore, important examples are curves from Tricot’s formulas;
see [14, p. 121]. The box dimension of a spiral in the plane defined in
the polar coordinates by r = mϕ−α, ϕ ≥ ϕ1 > 0, where ϕ1, m > 0
and α ∈ (0, 1] are fixed, is equal to 2/(1 + α).

(3) Assuming that 0 < α ≤ β, the box dimension of the graph of the
function fα,β(x) = xα sin(x−β), for x ∈ (0, 1], which is called (α, β)-
chirp, is equal to 2− (α+ 1)/(β + 1); see [14, p. 121].
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1.3. Oscillatory integrals. One of the main objects of interest in this
paper are the oscillatory integrals

(1) I(τ) =

∫
Rn
eiτf(x)φ(x)dx, τ ∈ R,

where f is called the phase function and φ the amplitude.
Throughout this paper in all theorems we will use the following assump-

tions on the phase function f and the amplitude φ that we call the standard
assumptions. The amplitude function φ : Rn → R,

• is of class C∞,
• is a non-negative function with compact support,
• the point 0 ∈ Rn is contained in the interior of the support of the

function φ.

The phase function f : Rn → R:

• the point 0 is a critical point of the function f ,
• f is a real analytic function in the neighborhood of its critical point 0,
• the point 0 is the only critical point of the function f in the interior

of the support of the function φ.

The asymptotic expansion of I(τ), as τ →∞, depends essentially on crit-
ical points of f . The critical point of f is a point with all partial derivatives
equal to zero. The nondegenerate critical point is a point were the Hessian
is regular. In that case integral (1) is called the Fresnel integral in the ref-
erence Arnold et all [2]. We use theorems from [2] to obtain the asymptotic
expansion of I(τ) as τ →∞, in the cases if f has no critical points, has the
nondegenerate or the degenerate critical point. The phase function f deter-
mines exponents in the asymptotic expansion, while the amplitude function
determines the coefficients. We will discuss curves defined by the oscillatory
functions

X(τ) = Re I(τ),

Y (τ) = Im I(τ),(2)

for τ near∞, and also the reflected functions x(t) := X(1/t), y(t) := Y (1/t),
as t→ 0.

1.4. Oscillation and singular indices. Applying [2, Theorem 6.3] on (1)
we get the asymptotic expansion

(3) I(τ) ∼ eiτf(0)
∑
α

n−1∑
k=0

ak,α(φ)τα (log τ)k , as τ →∞.

According to the same theorem, the parameter α is from the set consisting
of a finite set of arithmetic progressions, which depend only on the phase φ,
and consisting of negative rational numbers. Coefficients ak,α depend only
on the amplitude φ.

The index set of an analytic phase f at a critical point is defined as the set
of all numbers α having the property: for any neighborhood of the critical
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point there is an amplitude with support in this neighborhood for which in
the asymptotic series (3) there is a number k such that the coefficient ak,α
is not equal to zero. The oscillation index β of an analytic phase f at a
critical point is the maximal number in the index set. The multiplicity of the
oscillation index K of an analytic phase f at a critical point is the maximal
number k having the property: for any neighborhood of the critical point
there is an amplitude with support in this neighborhood for which in the
asymptotic series (3) the coefficient ak,β is not equal to zero.

The singular index of an analytic phase f in n variables at a critical point
is equal to β+n/2. The multiplicity of the singular index is the multiplicity
of β.

1.5. Oscillatory and curve dimensions. We say that x(t) = X(1/t) is
oscillatory near the origin if X(τ) is oscillatory near τ = ∞. We measure
the rate of oscillatority of X(τ) near τ = ∞ by the rate of oscillatority of
x(t) near t = 0. More precisely, the oscillatory dimension dimosc(X) (near
τ =∞) is defined as the box dimension of the graph of x(t) near t = 0. Also,
we investigate the associated Minkowski contents. Analogously for y(t) and
Y (τ).

Given the oscillatory integral I(τ) from (1), we define the curve dimension
of I(τ) as the box dimension of the curve defined in the complex plane by
I(τ), near τ = ∞. As in the oscillatory dimension, we also investigate the
associated Minkowski contents.

f1(x) = x2 + 1 f2(x) = x3 + 1

d1 = 4
3 d2 = 3

2

Figure 1. Curves defined by oscillatory integrals Ii(τ) from
(1), for phase functions fi and their respective curve dimen-
sions di, see Theorem 1 below.

It is well known that degenerate critical points of phase functions con-
tribute to the leading term of the asymptotic expansion (3) of oscillatory
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integral (1). On the other hand, curve dimension of (2) will be determined by
the asymptotic expansion, so we will connect type of critical point with the
curve dimension. More precisely, in Theorems 2 and 3, the oscillatory and
curve dimensions are related to the oscillation index. Also, it is well known
that the asymptotic expansion has been related to the Newton diagram of
the phase function.

1.6. The Newton diagram. According to [2], we will use the notion of
the Newton polyhedron of the phase function to formulate our results in
the dimension n ≥ 2. The Newton polyhedron is defined for the Taylor
series of the critical point. Let us consider the positive orthant of the space
Rn. We define the Newton polyhedron of an arbitrary subset of this orthant
consisting of points with integer coordinates. At all such points we take a
parallel positive orthant. The Newton polyhedron is the convex hull in Rn of
the union of all parallel orthants mentioned above. The Newton diagram ∆
of a subset is the union of compact faces of the Newton polyhedron of the
same subset.

We consider the power series of the phase f

f(x) =
∑

akx
k

with real coefficients, having monomials

xk = xk11 . . . xknn

with multi-index k = (k1, . . . kn). The Newton polyhedron and diagram of
this power series has been constructed using the multi-indices which are in
the reduced support of the series. Reduced support is obtained by remov-
ing the origin from the support of the series. This support is a subset of
the positive orthant, consisting of points having non-negative coordinates.
These points are given by multi-indices of all monomials from the power
series, having non-zero coefficients. The polynomial f∆ that equals to the
sum of monomials belonging to the Newton diagram, is called the princi-
pal part of the series. To each face γ of the Newton diagram is associated
the quasi-homogeneous polynomial. The type of quasi-homogeneity is de-
termined by the slope of the face. Furthermore, we introduce the concept
of nondegeneracy of the principal part. Notice that in this article we have
3 distinct types of nondegeneracy:

• nondegeneracy of a critical point with respect to the Hessian,
• nondegeneracy of the Minkowski content,
• nondegeneracy of the principal part of the series.

The principal part f∆ of the power series f with real coefficients is R-
nondegenerate if for every compact face γ of the Newton polyhedron of the
series the polynomials

∂fγ/∂x1, . . . , ∂fγ/∂xn

do not have common zeroes in (R \ 0)n.
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Roughly speaking, R-nondegeneracy means that these mentioned deriva-
tives have the same common zeroes as monomials. This property is essential
for the resolution of the singularity, see [2, p. 195]. Furthermore, the set of
all series with a degenerate principal part is ‘small‘, more precisely, the set
of R-nondegenerate series is dense in the space of all series with a fixed
Newton polyhedron, see Lemma 6.1. [2]. A generalization of the notion of
the principal part for R-degenerate vector fields could be found in [18].

The asymptotic expansion of the oscillatory integrals is related to some
properties of critical points of its phase function, which could be read from
the Newton diagram. Let us consider the bisector of the positive orthant
in Rn, that is the line consisting of points with equal coordinates. The
bisector intersects the boundary of the Newton polyhedron in the exactly
one point (c, . . . , c), which is called the center of the boundary of the Newton
polyhedron. The number c is called the distance to the Newton polyhedron.
Remoteness of the Newton polyhedron is equal to r = −1/c. If r > −1 the
Newton polyhedron is remote, which means that it does not contain the
point (1, . . . , 1).

Let the phase be an analytic function in a neighborhood of its critical
point. Remoteness of the critical point of the phase is the upper bound
of remotenesses of the Newton polyhedra of the Taylor series of the phase
in all systems of local analytic coordinates with the origin at the critical
point. The coordinates in which the remoteness is the greatest, are called
the adapted coordinates to the critical point.

We consider the open face which contains the center of the boundary of
the Newton polyhedron. The codimension of this face, less one, is called the
multiplicity of the remoteness. If the face is a vertex then the multiplicity is
n− 1, and if the face is an edge then the multiplicity is n− 2.

2. Main results

We use Theorems 6.1., 6.2., 6.3., 6.4. from [2] in order to measure the
oscillatority of the oscillatory integral by using the box dimension. These
theorems give the asymptotic expansion of (1) if the phase f has no critical
points, nondegenerate and degenerate critical points. Theorem 6.4. involves
Newton diagrams. In our theorems we use these results about asymptotic
expansions.

In Theorems 1, 2 and 3 we present our main results about fractal analysis
of singularities in dimensions n = 1, n = 2 and n > 2, respectively. Proofs
of these theorems are presented in Section 4.

Theorem 1 (The phase function of a single variable). Let n = 1, the stan-
dard assumptions on f and φ hold, and let f(0) 6= 0. Assume f ′(0) =

f ′′(0) = · · · = f (s−1)(0) = 0 and f (s)(0) 6= 0 for some integer s ≥ 2. Let Γ
be the curve defined by (1) and (2), near the origin. Then:

(i) The oscillatory dimension of both X and Y from (2) is equal to d′ =
3s−1

2s and associated graphs are Minkowski nondegenerate.
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(ii) The curve dimension of I is d = 2s
s+1 , curve Γ is Minkowski measur-

able, and d-dimensional Minkowski content of Γ is

(4) Md(Γ) = |C1|
2s
s+1 · π ·

(
π

s · f(0)

)− 2
s+1

· s+ 1

s− 1
,

where the constant C1 depends on the phase function f and on the amplitude
function value in the origin φ(0).

Remark 1. The constant C1 can be explicitly calculated using a standard
formula for phase functions with nondegenerate critical point; see Remark
3 in Section 3 with examples. For a more general case of phase functions f
see [13].

Theorem 2 (The phase function of two variables). Let n = 2, the standard
assumptions on f and φ hold, and let f(0) 6= 0. Let β be the remoteness of
the critical point of the phase function f . Let Γ be the curve defined by (1)
and (2), near the origin, with asymptotic expansion (3). Then:

(i) If the multiplicity of the remoteness β is equal to 0 or the remoteness
β is equal to −1, then the oscillatory dimension of both X and Y from
(2) is equal to d′ = (β + 3)/2 and the associated graphs are Minkowski
nondegenerate. The curve dimension of I is d = 2/(1−β) and the associated
Minkowski content is

(5) Md(Γ) =

[
|a0,β(φ)|
f(0)β

] 2
1−β
· [−β]

2β
1−β · π

1+β
1−β · 1− β

1 + β
.

(ii) If the multiplicity of the remoteness β is equal to 1 and the remoteness
β is bigger than −1, then the oscillatory and curve dimensions are the same
as in the previous case with associated degenerate Minkowski contents

Theorem 3 (The phase function of more than two variables). Let n > 2 the
standard assumptions on f and φ hold, and let f(0) 6= 0. Let the principal
part of the Taylor series of f at its critical point is R-nondegenerate, and
the Newton polyhedron of this series is remote with the remoteness of the
Newton polyhedron equal to β. Let Γ be the curve defined by (1) and (2),
near the origin, having asymptotic expansion (3). Then:

(i) If a0,β(φ) 6= 0 and ai,β = 0, for i = 1, . . . , n − 1, the oscillatory
dimension of both X and Y from (2) is equal to d′ = (β + 3)/2 and the
associated graphs are Minkowski nondegenerate. The curve dimension of I
is d = 2/(1− β) and the associated Minkowski content is given by (5).

(ii) If for some L > 0 holds aL,β 6= 0, the oscillatory and curve dimensions
are the same as for the previous case and the associated Minkowski contents
are degenerate.

Remark 2. In Theorems 1, 2 and 3, if we take f(0) = 0, then the curve Γ
and the associated reflected graphs are rectifiable, and all dimensions are
equal to 1.
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If there are no singularities in the observed domain, which is given by the
support of the amplitude φ, then Proposition 1 gives only a trivial fractal
dimension.

Proposition 1. (The regular phase function) Assume that the standard as-
sumptions on φ hold, and that f does not have any critical point contained
in the interior of the support of φ. Let Γ be the curve defined by (1) and
(2), near the origin. Then Γ is a rectifiable curve and the curve dimension
of I is equal to 1. Furthermore, the graphs of the functions x(t) = X(1/t)
and y(t) = Y (1/t), where X and Y are from (2), are rectifiable. Hence, the
oscillatory dimension of X and Y equals 1.

Proof. From [2, Theorem 6.1] it follows that I(τ) tends to zero more rapidly
than any power of the parameter, as τ → +∞. The claim is based on the
Riemann-Lebesgue lemma, see [15, p. 16]. For a 1-dimensional situation we
have

I ′(τ) = i

∫
R
eiτf(x)f(x)φ(x)dx.

The integral I ′(τ) admits the same type of asymptotic expansion as I(τ) and

all derivatives go to zero more rapidly than any power, that is, τnI(k)(τ)→ 0
as τ → +∞, for all k ≥ 0, n ∈ N.

We deduce that τn
√
X ′ (τ)2 + Y ′ (τ)2 → 0 as τ → +∞, for all n ∈ N, so

that Γ is rectifiable. Therefore (see [14]) its box dimension equals 1. For the

same reason x′ (t) = −t−2X ′ (1/t)→ 0 as t→ 0, hence
∫ x0

0

√
1 + x′ (t)2dt <

∞. The same holds for y. It proves that graphs of functions x and y are
rectifiable, so the oscillatory dimension of X and Y equals 1. �

Proposition 2 demonstrates that in dimensions higher than 2, nondegen-
erate singularities cannot be detected by the fractal dimension.

Proposition 2. (The nondegenerate critical point in a higher dimension)
Assume that the standard assumptions on φ and f hold, and that 0 ∈ Rn,
where n > 2, is a nondegenerate critical point of f (the Hessian matrix of
f is not equal to zero). Let Γ be the curve defined by (1) and (2), near
the origin. Then Γ is a rectifiable curve and the curve dimension of I is
equal to 1. Furthermore, the graphs of the functions x(t) = X(1/t) and
y(t) = Y (1/t), where X and Y are from (2), are rectifiable. Hence, the
oscillatory dimension of X and Y equals 1.

Proof. The nondegeneracy of the critical point implies that I (τ) ∼ C ·eiτf(0)·
τ−

n
2 as τ → +∞, where C ∈ C (see [2, Theorem 6.2]. As in the proof of

Proposition 1, I ′ (τ) admits the same type of asymptotic expansion. Hence√
X ′ (τ)2 + Y ′ (τ)2 ≤ C1τ

−n
2 for some C1 > 0, so Γ is rectifiable.

As above, x′ (t)2 = t−4X ′
(

1
t

)2 ≤ C2t
n−4 for some C2 > 0. So

√
1 + x′ (t)2 ≤

1 + C3t
n
2
−2 for some C3 > 0. As n

2 > 1, we conclude that the graph of x is
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rectifiable. The same holds for y. About the dimensions, we conclude as in
the proof of Proposition 1. �

3. Examples

Remark 3. In [2, Theorem 6.2] there is an explicit formula for the leading
coefficient in the asymptotic expansion of the oscillatory integral with a
nondegenerate critical point of the phase in space of the dimension n. If
the phase f and the amplitude φ satisfy the standard assumptions, then a
leading coefficient is the coefficient of the power τ−n/2 and is equal to

φ(0)(2π)n/2 exp
(
(iπ/4) · sgn (f ′′xx(0))

)
| det f ′′xx(0)|−1/2.

Example 1. A computation of the Minkowski content of the curve for the
nondegenerate case in 1-dimensional space.

Using Theorem 1, for s = 2 we obtain oscillatory and curve dimensions
for the integral and the curve defined by (1) and (2), respectively. The
oscillatory dimension is equal to 5/2 and the curve dimension is equal to
4/3. Using Remark 3, for n = 1 we compute

C1 = φ(0)
√

2π |f ′′(0)|−1/2
exp

(
(iπ/4) · sgn (f ′′(0))

)
,

and using formula (4) we obtain the Minkowski content of the curve Γ

M4/3(Γ) = 3|C1|
4
3π

(
π

2f(0)

)− 2
3

.

For an example, if f(x) = x2 + 1, then we have

M4/3(Γ) = 3 · 22/3πφ(0)4/3.

Example 2. A caustic consisting of the elementary critical points Ak and
Dk.

[1] and [2] introduced the classification of singularities using normal forms
of singularities and parametric families. According to the assumptions of our
theorems here we work with maps whose critical point does not coincide with
the zero point, so we shift the graph of our map. The situation when these
points coincide is not oscillatory, see expansion (3) for f(0) = 0, so we take
f(0) = 1. Let us suppose that for a given value of the parameters, the phase
function has a unique critical point. In this case the caustic in a neighbor-
hood of the given value of the parameter is said to be elementary. Here we
mention examples of elementary caustics obtained by varying two or three
parameters, [2, p. 174, 185], [1, p. 246]. The caustics consist of degenerate
critical points of type Ak for k ≥ 1, and Dk for k ≥ 4. Contributions of the
critical points of the phase to the asymptotic expansion of oscillatory inte-
grals depend on the type of these critical points. Each degenerate critical
point has contribution of order τγ−n/2, where γ = (k − 1)/(2k + 2) for Ak,
and γ = (k − 2)/(2k − 2) for Dk, which are singular indices. According to
Theorem 2, the box dimension of the associated curve, the curve dimension,
is equal to d = 2/(1 − β), where β = γ − n/2. If k → ∞ then γ → 1/2, so
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β → (1− n)/2, hence the curve dimension d → 4/(1 + n). We see that the
curve dimension increases and tends to 2 for n = 1, and tends to 4/3 for
n = 2, when we have more complicated critical points whose singular index
tends to 1/2. The oscillatory dimension is equal to d′ = 3+β

2 .

Example 3. The normal forms of the type xp + yq.
Consider the phase f(x, y) = xp+yq +1, for integers p, q ≥ 2 and (p, q) 6=

(2, 2), so that f(0, 0) 6= 0. In this case the remoteness β = −1
p −

1
q , hence it

follows from Theorem 2 that the oscillatory dimension is equal to

d′ =
2

1 + 1
p + 1

q

,

while the curve dimension is equal to

d =
3

2
− 1

2p
− 1

2q
.

The computation of Minkowski content (5) is more involved, as it depend
on the computation of the first coefficient in asymptotic expansion (3) of the
integral. Notice that in this example we replace our standard notation Γ for
the curve associated to the oscillatory integral with C, in order to avoid a
confusion with the gamma function. According to [5] we can compute the
first coefficient in the expansion. The phase is written in adapted coordi-
nates, which means that the remoteness is the biggest possible, in the set
of all remotenesses of Newton diagrams of the map in different coordinate
systems. In this case the Newton diagram has only one compact side S0. As
the bisector intersects the interior of the compact edge, the leading term of
the asymptotic expansion is d0(φ)τ−β, where β is the remoteness and φ the
amplitude. First, define the function S0(x, y) to be equal to f(x, y). Now,

define the function S+
0 (x, y)−

1
d to be equal to S0(x, y)−

1
d when S0(x, y) > 0

and zero otherwise. Analogously, define the function S−0 (x, y)−
1
d to be equal

to (−S0(x, y))−
1
d when S0(x, y) < 0 and zero otherwise. The coordinates

are superadapted ; see [5], which means that S0(1, y) and S0(−1, y) have no
real roots of order bigger than −1/β, except y = 0. Hence, according to [5,
Theorem 1.2], if we put

c0(φ) :=
φ(0, 0)

m+ 1

∫ +∞

−∞

(
S+

0 (1, y)β + S+
0 (−1, y)β

)
dy,

C0(φ) :=
φ(0, 0)

m+ 1

∫ +∞

−∞

(
S−0 (1, y)β + S−0 (−1, y)β

)
dy,

where −1/m is a slope of the edge S0, then the leading term coefficient of
the asymptotic expansion of I(τ) is equal to

(6) a0,β(φ) = −β Γ (−β)
(
e−i

π
2
βc0(φ) + ei

π
2
βC0(φ)

)
.

Obviously, there are four distinct cases in the computation regarding the
integers p and q being odd or even. We will compute the leading term
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coefficient and the Minkowski content (5) for the case of p and q being
even. The other three cases are computed in similar fashion. We compute
β = −1/p− 1/q and m = p/q. After integration we obtain the result

c0(φ) =
4φ(0, 0)

q(m+ 1)
B

(
1

p
,
1

q

)
, C0(φ) = 0,

a0,β(φ) = 4φ(0, 0) e
iπ
2

(
1
p

+ 1
q

)
Γ

(
1

p
+ 1

)
Γ

(
1

q
+ 1

)
,

expressed using the beta function B and the gamma function Γ. As we took
f(0, 0) = 1 and as we can without loss of generality fix φ(0, 0) = 1, we obtain
the Minkowski content of the curve C to be equal to

M
3+β
2 (C) =

[
4 Γ

(
1

p
+ 1

)
Γ

(
1

q
+ 1

)] 2
1−β
· [−β]

2β
1−β · π

1+β
1−β · 1− β

1 + β
,

by putting the coefficient a0,β(φ) in formula (5), where β depends only on
p and q. Notice that the Minkowski content depends essentially only on p
and q.

Finally, notice that the normal forms from this example include singulari-
ties of the standard classification (see [1]) types E6 and E8, for (p, q) = (3, 4)
and (p, q) = (3, 5), respectively. Also, the normal form for the ordinary cusp
is obtained by taking (p, q) = (2, 3).

4. Proofs of main results

Proof of Theorem 1. Without the loss of generality we assume that f(0) >
0. In the case of f(0) < 0, we consider the integral J having the phase

f̃(x) = −f(x). Now J(τ) = I(τ) and we see from the definitions of fractal
properties (oscillatory and curve dimensions and Minkowski contents) of an
oscillatory integral, that they are invariant to complex conjugation of I.

We use the asymptotic expansion of the integral I from (1),

I(τ) ∼ eiτf(0)
∞∑
j=1

Cj · τ−j/s, as τ →∞,

where Cj ∈ C, from [13, Proposition 3 on page 334], and it holds that
C1 6= 0. From the same reference, it follows that each constant Cj depends
on only finitely many derivatives of f and φ at 0. We write

(7) I(τ) = eiτf(0)P (τ),

where the function P (τ) ∼
∞∑
j=1

Cj · τ−j/s, as τ →∞.

First we show that the function I is of class C∞(R), using derivation
under the integral sign. By taking the derivative of (1), we get

I ′(τ) = i

∫
Rn
eiτf(x)φ1(x)dx,
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where φ1(x) = f(x)φ(x). Inductively, we see that

I(m)(τ) = im
∫
Rn
eiτf(x)φm(x)dx, for all m ∈ N,

where φm(x) = [f(x)]mφ(x). Notice that for every m ∈ N, the function

I(m) is equal to the constant im multiplying the oscillatory integral of type
(1), with the phase f and the amplitude φm. Further, using the asymptotic
expansion of this integral, we get

(8) I(m)(τ) = imeiτf(0)Pm(τ), for all m ∈ N,

where the function Pm possesses an asymptotic expansion in the same as-
ymptotic sequence as P .

Now we want to prove that the function P is of class C∞(R), and that
its derivative of any order possesses an asymptotic expansion in the same

asymptotic sequence as P , that is, P (m)(τ) ∼
∞∑
j=1

C
(m)
j · τ−j/s, as τ → ∞,

where C
(m)
j ∈ C. Notice that from (7) and the fact that I ∈ C∞ immediately

follows that P ∈ C∞.
By taking the derivative of (7), we get

I ′(τ) = if(0)eiτf(0)P (τ) + eiτf(0)P ′(τ).

Respecting (8) and dividing every term by eiτf(0), we get the expression

P ′(τ) = i (P1(τ)− f(0)P (τ)) ,

using [3, p. 14], it shows that P ′ possesses an asymptotic expansion in the
same asymptotic sequence as P . It follows by induction, that for all m ∈
N, the function P (m) also possesses an asymptotic expansion in the same
asymptotic sequence as P .

Notice that the exponents of the monomials of the asymptotic sequence
are integer multiples of a common real number −1/s. Hence, it follows from

the clasical proof; see [3, p. 21], that the asymptotic expansion of P (m) is
given by m times differentiating the asymptotic expansion of P , term by
term.

Now define aj = Re Cj and bj = Im Cj for all j ∈ N. Also, define
functions A(τ) = Re P (τ) and B(τ) = Im P (τ). Respecting (2) we get

X(τ) = cos(τf(0))A(τ)− sin(τf(0))B(τ),(9)

Y (τ) = sin(τf(0))A(τ) + cos(τf(0))B(τ),(10)

where

A(τ) ∼
∞∑
j=1

aj · τ−j/s, as τ →∞,(11)

B(τ) ∼
∞∑
j=1

bj · τ−j/s, as τ →∞.(12)
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Notice that from P (τ) = A(τ) + iB(τ) follows that functions A and B

are of class C∞(R) and that A(m) and B(m), m ∈ N0, possess asymptotic
expansions given by m times differentiating the asymptotic expansions of A
and B, term by term, respectively.

For the oscillatory dimension we will provide the proof for Y . For the
function X the proof is analogous. Using the substitution t = 1/τ , to deter-
mine the oscillatory dimension of Y , we further investigate the asymptotic
expansion of the function y, defined by y(t) = Y (1/t), near the origin,

y(t) = sin(f(0)/t)a(t) + cos(f(0)/t)b(t),

where a(t) = A
(
t−1
)

and b(t) = B
(
t−1
)
. Now

a(t) ∼
∞∑
j=1

aj · tj/s, as t→ 0+,(13)

b(t) ∼
∞∑
j=1

bj · tj/s, as t→ 0+.(14)

Notice that both functions a and b are of class C∞(R+) and that both a(m)

and b(m), for all m ∈ N0, possess asymptotic expansions, near the origin,

given by
dm

dtm
[
A
(
t−1
)]

and
dm

dtm
[
B
(
t−1
)]

, respectively. Indeed, this m-th

derivatives are finite linear combinations of products given by A(k)
(
t−1
)

or B(k)
(
t−1
)
, multiplied by a negative power of t, where k ≤ m. A linear

combination of asymptotic expansions is again an asymptotic expansion; see
[3, p. 14].

Finally, we define functions p(t) =
√
a2(t) + b2(t) and ψ : R → [0, 2π)

such that

cosψ(t) =
a(t)

p(t)
, sinψ(t) =

b(t)

p(t)
.

Exploiting trigonometric addition formulas we get the expression

y(t) = p(t) sin(q(t)), where q(t) = f(0) · t−1 + ψ(t).

The function p is of class C∞(R+), and q is also C∞(R+), as ψ is C∞(R+)
by the definition, for sufficiently small t. For the derivative of q, we get

(15) q′(t) = −f(0) · t−2 + ψ′(t), where ψ(t) = arctan
b(t)

a(t)
.

Because b(t)/a(t)→ const as t→∞, and as arctan is an analytic function,

then for all m ∈ N, ψ(m)(t) and q(m) possess an asymptotic expansion.

Using the same principle, we can prove that for all m ∈ N, p(m) possesses
an asymptotic expansion.
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The asymptotic representation of the function p is easily determined,

p(t) =

√(
a1t1/s +O

(
t2/s
))2

+
(
b1t1/s +O

(
t2/s
))2

(16)

= t1/s
√
a2

1 + b21

(
1 +O

(
t1/s
))
∼ t1/s

√
a2

1 + b21,(17)

as t → 0, and the asymptotic representation of derivative of any order of p
is given by differentiating that many times the asymptotic representation of
p. For the function q, as ψ is bounded, it follows that q(t) ∼ f(0) · t−1, as

t→ 0, and for all m ∈ N, q(m) ∼ f(0) · dmdtm
[
t−1
]
, as t→ 0.

Finally, we use Theorem 4 from Section 5, with S(t) = sin t, and constants
T = π, α = 1/s and β = 1. Notice that all of the assumptions of that
theorem are satisfied. Let Γy be the graph of the function y. We conclude
that dimB Γy = dimosc Y = 2 − α+1

β+1 = 3s−1
2s and that Γy is Minkowski

nondegenerate.

In order to compute the curve dimension, we want to investigate the
oscillatory integral I in polar coordinates. We first define the real function
G(τ) = |I(τ)| = |P (τ)| =

√
X2(τ) + Y 2(τ) =

√
A2(τ) +B2(τ), hence it

follows that G is of class C∞. Using asymptotic expansions for A and B,
we get

G(τ) ∼
∞∑
j=1

cj · τ−j/s, as τ →∞,

where cj =
√
a2
j + b2j = |Cj | ∈ R, for all j ∈ N. Next, we define the

continuous function ϕ : [τ0,∞)→ R, τ0 > 0, by

tanϕ(τ) =
Y (τ)

X(τ)
,

where X(τ) 6= 0, and extend it by continuity. The zero set of X is discrete
because of the asymptotic expansion of X ′(τ). Using trigonometric addition
formulas we calculate

tanϕ(τ) =
sin(τf(0) + Ψ(τ))G(τ)

cos(τf(0) + Ψ(τ))G(τ)
= tan(τf(0) + Ψ(τ)),

where Ψ : [τ0,∞)→ [0, 2π) is such that

cos Ψ(τ) =
A(τ)

G(τ)
, sin Ψ(τ) =

B(τ)

G(τ)
.

We compute the expression

Ψ′(τ) =
A(τ)B′(τ)−B(τ)A′(τ)

A2(τ) +B2(τ)
= K·τ−1−1/s

(
1 +O

(
τ−1/s

))
, as τ →∞,

where the constant K =
a2b1 − a1b2

s
(
a2

1 + b21
) , so ϕ′(τ) = f(0) + Ψ′(τ) ∼ f(0) +

K · τ−1−1/s, as τ → ∞. From the expression for Ψ′(τ) it follows that Ψ′

is of class C∞. As Ψ is a continuous function for sufficiently large τ0, it
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follows that Ψ is of class C∞ and it holds ϕ(τ) = τf(0) + Ψ(τ), hence ϕ

is also of class C∞. Analogously as before, functions G(m), ϕ(m) and Ψ(m)

possess asymptotic expansions for all m ∈ N0. As f(0) > 0, we can take
τ0 > 0 sufficiently large such that ϕ′(τ) > 0, for every τ ∈ [τ0,∞). As
now ϕ : [τ0,∞) → [ϕ0,∞), where ϕ0 = ϕ(τ0), is of class C∞ and a strictly
increasing bijection, so is its inverse function τ : [ϕ0,∞)→ [τ0,∞).

Now the radius function r : [ϕ0,∞)→ [0,∞), defined by r(ϕ) = G(τ(ϕ)),
is of class C∞. We want to determine asymptotic representations of two
derivatives of r(ϕ), as ϕ→∞. From before, we know that G(τ) ∼ c1 ·τ−1/s,

G′(τ) ∼ − c1
s · τ

−1−1/s and G′′(τ) ∼ c1
s

(
1 + 1

s

)
· τ−2−1/s, as τ → ∞. We

compute

r′(ϕ) = G′(τ(ϕ))τ ′(ϕ) =
G′(τ(ϕ))

ϕ′(τ(ϕ))
,

r′′(ϕ) = G′′(τ(ϕ))(τ ′(ϕ))2 +G′(τ(ϕ))τ ′′(ϕ)

=
G′′(τ(ϕ))

(ϕ′(τ(ϕ)))2
−G′(τ(ϕ))

ϕ′′(τ(ϕ))

[ϕ′(τ(ϕ))]3
,

since τ ′(ϕ) = [ϕ′(τ(ϕ))]−1 and τ ′′(ϕ) = −ϕ′′(τ(ϕ))/ [ϕ′(τ(ϕ))]3.
As Ψ is a bounded function, it follows that ϕ(τ) ∼ τf(0), as τ → ∞.

It is easy to see that the inverse τ(ϕ) ∼ ϕ/f(0), as ϕ → ∞. Notice that

ϕ′(τ) ∼ f(0) and ϕ′′(τ) ∼ K
(
−1− 1

s

)
· τ−2−1/s, as τ → ∞. Finally, notice

that τ(ϕ)→∞, as ϕ→∞. Hence, we can compute

r(ϕ) ∼ c1 · (ϕ/f(0))−1/s = c1f(0)1/sϕ−1/s,

r′(ϕ) ∼
− c1

s · (ϕ/f(0))−1−1/s

f(0)
= −c1

s
f(0)1/s · ϕ−1−1/s,

r′′(ϕ) ∼
c1
s

(
1 + 1

s

)
· (ϕ/f(0))−2−1/s

(f(0))2

+
c1

s
· (ϕ/f(0))−1−1/s K

(
−1− 1

s

)
· (ϕ/f(0))−2−1/s

(f(0))3

∼ c1

s

(
1 +

1

s

)
f(0)1/s · ϕ−2−1/s,

as ϕ → ∞. Notice, as c1 > 0 that r′(ϕ) < 0, for ϕ sufficiently large, so we
can take τ0 > 0 sufficiently large such that r is a strictly decreasing function.

Finally, we use Theorem 5 from Section 5, taking α = 1/s. Function r
satisfies the assumptions of this theorem. We calculate the constant m from
(23), below, to be equal to f(0)1/s|C1|, and |r′′(ϕ)ϕα| → 0, as ϕ → ∞, so
it is uniformly bounded as a function of ϕ on its domain [ϕ0,∞). As all of
the assumptions of that theorem are satisfied, we conclude that the curve
dimension of I is d := 2/(1 + α) = 2s/(s + 1), the curve Γ is Minkowski
measurable and its d-dimensional Minkowski content is given by (4). �
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Proof of Theorem 2. Using [2, Theorem 6.5] we conclude that the oscillation
index of the critical point of f equals to its remoteness β. Then using
ak,γ := ak,γ(φ) and rewriting (3) we get the asymptotic expansion

(18) I(τ) ∼ eiτf(0)

a1,βτ
β log τ + a0,βτ

β +
∑
α<β

(a1,ατ
α log τ + a0,ατ

α)


as τ → ∞, where α runs through a finite set of arithmetic progressions,
hence there exists ε such that |β − α| > ε for all such α.

Without loss of generality, we can assume that we work in superadapted,
hence adapted coordinates; see [5, Section 7.]. We now have to establish,
for cases (i) and (ii), if the first coefficient a1,β is vanishing or not.

For case (i), as the multiplicity of the remoteness is equal to 0 and the
dimension n = 2, we conclude that the open face of the Newton diagram
of the phase f that contains the center of the boundary of the associated
Newton polyhedron is an edge. If the Newton polyhedron is remote, that
is β > −1, we are in the Case 1 or 3 from [5, Theorem 1.2], from which it
follows that a1,β = 0. From the definition of the oscillation index it follows
that a0,β 6= 0. If β = −1, it follows from [5, lemma 1.0] that the critical
point of f at the origin in nondegenerate. Now, from [2, Theorem 6.2] it
follows that a0,β 6= 0 and a1,β = 0.

The rest of the proof now basically follows the proof of Theorem 1. Mi-
nor differences arise regarding treatment of more complicated asymptotic
expansion (18), which has terms having a logarithm function.

For case (ii), the multiplicity of the remoteness is equal to 1, hence the
center of the boundary of the associated Newton polyhedron is a vertex. As
β > −1, we are in the Case 2 from [5, Theorem 1.2], hence from [5, Comment
2.] it follows that a1,β 6= 0. Now the first term in the asymptotic expansion
has a logarithm inside. Like in the case (i), the proof of Theorem 1 is
once more adapted concerning log-terms in asymptotic expansions. Further
differences arise in the final steps of the proof, when applying Theorems 4
and 5, for oscillatory and curve dimensions, respectively.

We first consider the proof for the oscillatory dimension. It is easy to
see that here, contrary to the proof of Theorem 1, it holds p(t) ∼ const ·
t−α log(t−1), as t→ 0. It follows p′(t) ∼ const · t−α−1 log(t−1), as t→ 0. So
instead of Theorem 4 from Section 5, which can not be applied here, we use
Theorem 6. For the proof for the curve dimension, instead of using Theorem
5 on the curve radius function r = r(ϕ) (see the proof of Theorem 1), we
use directly Theorem 10.

�

Proof of Theorem 3. Using [2, Theorem 6.4] we conclude that the oscillation
index of the critical point of f equals to the remoteness β. Using (3) we get
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the asymptotic expansion

(19) I(τ) ∼ eiτf(0)

n−1∑
k=0

ak,β(φ)τβ logk τ +
∑
α<β

n−1∑
k=0

ak,α(φ)τα logk τ


as τ → ∞, where α runs through a finite set of arithmetic progressions.
The rest of the proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 2, in both cases.
Notice that here the asymptotic scale is involving terms consisting of τ to a
negative rational power multiplied by a logarithm of τ to the power k. �

5. Fractal properties of chirps and spirals related to
oscillatory integrals

In order to compute curve and oscillatory dimensions of oscillatory in-
tegrals and related Minkowski contents, we use theorems presented in this
section. Theorems 4 and 5, cited below, were used before in different setting,
related to fractal analysis of differential equations, Fresnel integrals and dy-
namical systems; see [7], [6] and [16]. Here, they are used in the proofs of
Theorems 1, 2 and 3. Also, for the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3, Theorems 4
and 5 had to be modified, as the original versions fail to take into account
the power-log asymptotic of the leading term in the asymptotic expansion
of related oscillatory integrals. This modified variants, Theorems 6 and 10
below, are proved throughout the rest of this section.

Theorem 4 (Theorem 5 from [7]). Let y(x) = p(x)S(q(x)), where x ∈ I =
(0, c] and c > 0. Let the functions p(x), q(x) and S(t) satisfy the following
assumptions:

(20) p ∈ C(Ī) ∩ C1(I), q ∈ C1(I), S ∈ C1(R).

The function S(t) is assumed to be a 2T -periodic real function defined on R
such that

(21)

{
S(a) = S(a+ T ) = 0 for some a ∈ R,

S(t) 6= 0 for all t ∈ (a, a+ T ) ∪ (a+ T, a+ 2T ),

where T is a positive real number and S(t) alternately changes a sign on
intervals (a + (k − 1)T, a + kT ), for k ∈ N. Without loss of generality, we
take a = 0. Let us suppose that 0 < α ≤ β and:

(22) p(x) '1 x
α as x→ 0, q(x) '1 x

−β as x→ 0.

Let Γy be the graph of the function y. Then dimB Γy = 2− (α+1)/(β+1)
and Γy is Minkowski nondegenerate.

Theorem 5 (Theorem 2 from [6]). Assume that ϕ1 > 0 and r : [ϕ1,∞) →
(0,∞) is a decreasing C2 function converging to zero as ϕ → ∞. Let the
limit

(23) m := lim
ϕ→∞

r′(ϕ)

(ϕ−α)′
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exist, where α ∈ (0, 1). Assume that |r′′(ϕ)ϕα| is uniformly bounded as
a function of ϕ. Let Γ be the graph of the spiral ρ = r(ϕ) and define
d := 2/(1 + α). Then dimB Γ = d, the spiral is Minkowski measurable, and
moreover,

(24) Md(Γ) = mdπ(πα)−2α/(1+α) 1 + α

1− α
.

Remark 4. Theorem 5 is the simplified but equivalent form of the result first
introduced in [16].

Theorem 6. (Box dimension and Minkowski degeneracy of the graph
of a logarithmic (α, 1)-chirp-like function) Let y(x) = p(x) sin(q(x)),
x ∈ I = (0, c], c > 0. Let the functions p(x) and q(x) satisfy the following
assumptions:

(25) p ∈ C(Ī) ∩ C1(I), q ∈ C1(I).

Let us suppose that 0 < α ≤ 1, l ∈ N and:

(26) p(x) '1 x
α
[
log(x−1)

]l
as x→ 0,

(27) q(x) '1 x
−1 as x→ 0.

Let Γy be the graph of the function y. Then dimB Γy = d, where d =

2− (α+ 1)/2, and Γy is Minkowski degenerate, having Md(Γy) =∞.

Remark 5. Theorem 6 is a modified variant of Theorem 4, by setting S(x) =
sinx, T = π and β = 1 in the original theorem, and adapting condition
(22) by introduction of log-term asymptotics. The same applies also for
Propositions 3 and 4, below.

The proof of Theorem 6 uses Theorem 7, below, which is a modified
variant of [11, Theorem 2.1.], and two propositions concerning the properties
of functions p and q, which are also modified variants of [7, Proposition 1 and
2], below. We also need [11, Definition 2.1.], stating that for some ε0 > 0, we
say that a function k = k(ε) is an index function on (0, ε0] if k : (0, ε0]→ N,
k(ε) is nonincreasing and limε→0 k(ε) =∞.

Theorem 7 (Modification of Theorem 2.1. from [11]). Let y ∈ C1((0, T ]) be
a bounded function on (0, T ]. Let s ∈ [1, 2) be a real number, let l ∈ N and
let (an) be a decreasing sequence of consecutive zeros of y(x) in (0, T ] such
that an → 0 when n → ∞ and let there exist constants c1, c2, ε0 such that
for all ε ∈ (0, ε0) we have:

(28) c1ε
2−s [log(ε−1)

]l ≤ ∑
n≥k(ε)

max
x∈[an+1,an]

|y(x)|(an − an+1),

(29) ak(ε) sup
x∈(0,ak(ε)]

|y(x)|+ ε

∫ a1

ak(ε)

|y′(x)|dx ≤ c2ε
2−s [log(ε−1)

]l
,
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where k(ε) is an index function on (0, ε0] such that

|an − an+1| ≤ ε for all n ≥ k(ε) and ε ∈ (0, ε0).

Let G(y) be the graph of the function y. Then dimB(G(y)) = s and G(y)
is Minkowski degenerate, having Ms(G(y)) =∞.

Proof. Let Gε(y) be the ε-neighbourhood of the graph G(y) of the function

y. From [11, Lemma 2.1.] it follows that |Gε(y)| ≥ c1ε
2−s [log(ε−1)

]l
, and

from [11, Lemma 2.2.] it follows that |Gε(y)| ≤ c
[
ε+ c2ε

2−s [log(ε−1)
]l]

,

where c > 0. From the definitions of M∗s(G(y)) and Ms
∗(G(y)) it follows

that

M∗s(G(y)) ≥Ms
∗(G(y)) ≥ lim inf

ε→0

c1ε
2−s [log(ε−1)

]l
ε2−s = +∞,

and that

Ms′
∗ (G(y)) ≤M∗s′(G(y)) ≤ lim inf

ε→0

c
[
ε+ c2ε

2−s [log(ε−1)
]l]

ε2−s′ = 0

holds for all s′ > s, hence the theorem is proved. �

Proposition 3 (Modification of Proposition 1 from [7]). Assume that the
functions p(x) and q(x) satisfy conditions (25), (26) and (27). Then there
exist δ0 > 0, l ∈ N and positive constants C1and C2 such that:

C1x
α
[
log(x−1)

]l ≤ p(x) ≤ C2x
α
[
log(x−1)

]l
,

C1x
α−1

[
log(x−1)

]l ≤ p′(x) ≤ C2x
α−1

[
log(x−1)

]l
,

C1x
−1 ≤ q(x) ≤ C2x

−1,

C1x
−2 ≤ −q′(x) ≤ C2x

−2,

for all x ∈ (0, δ0]. Furthermore, there exists the inverse function q−1 of the
function q defined on [m0,∞), where m0 = q(δ0), and it holds:

q−1(t) '1 t
−1 as t→∞,

C1t
−2(t− s) ≤ q−1(s)− q−1(t) ≤ C2s

−2(t− s), m0 ≤ s < t.

Proposition 4 (Modification of Proposition 2 from [7]). For any function
q(x) with properties (25) and (27), we have:

(i) Let ak = q−1(kπ) and sk = q−1(t0 + kπ), k ∈ N, where t0 ∈ (0, π) is
arbitrary. Then there exist k0 ∈ N and c0 > 0 such that ak ∈ (0, δ0],
y(ak) = 0, sk ∈ (ak+1, ak) for all k ≥ k0, ak ↘ 0 as k → ∞,
ak ' k−1 as k →∞, and

max
x∈[ak+1,ak]

|y(x)| ≥ c0(k + 1)−α [log (k + 1)]l for all k ≥ k0, c0 > 0,

where y(x) = p(x) sin(q(x)) and the function p(x) and l ∈ N satisfy
(26).
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(ii) There exists ε0 > 0 and a function k : (0, ε0)→ N such that

(30)
1

π

(
ε

πC2

)− 1
2

≤ k(ε) ≤ 2

π

(
ε

πC2

)− 1
2

.

In particular,

C1

π
(k + 1)−2 ≤ ak − ak+1 ≤ ε,

for all k ≥ k(ε) and ε ∈ (0, ε0).

Proofs of Propositions 3 and 4 are analogous as in [7].

Proof of Theorem 6. We have to check that assumptions (28) and (29) are
satisfied. By Proposition 4 we have∑
k≥k(ε)

max
x∈[ak+1,ak]

|y(x)|(ak − ak+1) ≥ c0C1

π

∞∑
k=k(ε)

(k + 1)−α−2 [log(k + 1)]l

≥ c
∞∑

k=k(ε)+1

k−α−2 [log k]l = ca,

where the series a =
∑∞

k=k(ε)+1 k
−α−2 [log k]l is convergent. Then, using the

integral test for convergence and (30), we obtain that

ca ≥
∫ ∞
k=k(ε)+1

k−α−2 [log k]l ≥ c1(
1

k(ε) + 1
)α+1 [log(k(ε) + 1)]l

≥ c1

2
(

1

k(ε)
)α+1 [log k(ε)]l ≥ c2ε

2−(2−α+1
2 ) [log

(
ε−1
)]l

,

for all ε ∈ (0, ε0). Using Proposition 3 it follows that

|y′(x)| = |p′(x) sin(q(x)) + p(x)q′(x) cos(q(x))| ≤ c3x
α−1

[
log
(
x−1

)]l
≤ c4x

α−2,

which holds near x = 0+. By Proposition 4 we conclude that

ak(ε) sup
x∈(0,ak(ε)]

|y(x)|+ ε

∫ ak0

ak(ε)

|y′(x)|dx

≤ c5ε
α+1
2
[
log
(
ε−1
)]l

+ εc4[aα−1
k0

+ aα−1
k(ε) ]

≤ c6ε
2−(2−α+1

2 ) [log
(
ε−1
)]l

,

for all ε ∈ (0, ε0).
Finally, we apply Theorem 7, where s = 2− α+1

2 . �

The last part of this section is devoted to proving the modified variant
of Theorem 5. More precisely, we will prove the modified variant of the
original result, [16, Theorem 5]. To prove this variant, Theorem 10 below,
we proceed our presentation as in [16], by first stating and proving where
necessary, some auxiliary definitions and results.
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We define a spiral in the plane as the graph Γ of a function r = f(ϕ),
ϕ ≥ ϕ1, in polar coordinates, where f : [ϕ1,∞)→ (0,∞) is such that f(ϕ)→ 0 as ϕ→∞,

f is radially decreasing (ie, for any fixed ϕ ≥ ϕ1

the function N 3 k 7→ f(ϕ+ 2kπ) is decreasing)
(31)

Let Γ be a spiral defined by r = f(ϕ), ϕ ≥ ϕ1. We denote a subset of the
spiral Γ corresponding to angles in the interval (ϕ0, ϕ2) by Γ(ϕ0, ϕ2), more
precisely,

(32) Γ(ϕ0, ϕ2) := {(r, ϕ) ∈ Γ : ϕ ∈ (ϕ0, ϕ2)}.

Let A be a bounded set in RN , and let the radial distance function
drad(x,A), be defined as the Euclidean distance from x to the set A∩{tx : t ≥
0}, provided the intersection is nonempty, and ∞ otherwise. Now the
radial ε-neighbourhood around A is defined as the set Aε,rad := {y ∈
RN : drad(y,A) < ε}.

Using radial ε-neighbourhood we define radial s-dimensional lower and
upper Minkowski content of set A, analogously as in Section 1.1, denoted
by Ms

∗(A, rad) and M∗s(A, rad), respectively. Also, analogously we define
radial lower and radial upper box dimension of A, denoted by dimB(A, rad)
and dimB(A, rad), respectively. If both quantities coincide, the common
value is denoted by dimB(A, rad), and we call it radial box dimension of A.
For a general definition of directional box dimensions in R2, see Tricot [14,
pp. 248–249]. Since Aε,rad ⊆ Aε, it is clear that

(33) dimB(A, rad) ≤ dimBA, dimB(A, rad) ≤ dimBA.

We define (radial) ε-nucleus of the spiral Γ as the radial ε-neighbourhood
around Γ(ϕ2(ε),∞) ⊂ Γ, that is,

(34) N(Γ, ε) := Γ(ϕ2(ε),∞)ε,rad,

where by ϕ2(ε) we denote the smallest angle such that for all ψ ≥ ϕ2(ε) we
have f(ψ)− f(ψ + 2π) ≤ 2ε, more precisely,

(35) ϕ2(ε) := inf{ϕ ≥ ϕ1 : ∀ψ ≥ ϕ, f(ψ)− f(ψ + 2π) ≤ 2ε}.

The set T (Γ, ε) obtained as the radial ε-neighbourhood around the arc
Γ(ϕ1, ϕ2(ε)), that is,

(36) T (Γ, ε) := Γ(ϕ1, ϕ2(ε))ε,rad,

is called (radial) ε-tail of the spiral Γ. The notions of nucleus and tail of a
spiral are introduced by Tricot [14, pp. 121, 122].

We consider lower nucleus and lower tail s-dimensional Minkowski con-
tents of Γ defined by

(37) Ms
∗(Γ, n) := lim inf

ε→0

|N(Γ, ε)|
ε2−s , Ms

∗(Γ, t) := lim inf
ε→0

|T (Γ, ε)|
ε2−s
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respectively, for s ≥ 0. Analogously for the upper nucleus and upper tail
Minkowski contents. It is clear that

(38) M∗s(Γ, rad) ≤M∗s(Γ, n) +M∗s(Γ, t).
Indeed, we can express radial ε-neighbourhood around Γ as Γε,rad = N(Γ, ε)∪
T (Γ, ε) ∪ S(ε), where S(ε) := {(r, ϕ) ∈ Γε,rad : ϕ = ϕ2(ε)} is of the 2-
dimensional Lebesgue measure zero. Hence

M∗s(Γ, rad) ≤ lim sup
ε→0

|N(Γ, ε)|
ε2−s + lim sup

ε→0

|T (Γ, ε)|
ε2−s .

First we prove the modified variant of [16, Theorem 1].

Theorem 8. Let f : [ϕ1,∞) → (0,∞), where ϕ1 > e, be a measurable, ra-
dially decreasing function, see (31). Let α ∈ (0, 1) and l ∈ N such that for
some positive numbers m and m we have

(39) mϕ−α [logϕ]l ≤ f(ϕ) ≤ mϕ−α [logϕ]l

for all ϕ ≥ ϕ1 > 0. Assume that there exist positive constants a and a such
that for all ϕ ≥ ϕ1,

(40) aϕ−α−1 [logϕ]l ≤ f(ϕ)− f(ϕ+ 2π) ≤ aϕ−α−1 [logϕ]l .

Let Γ be the graph of r = f(ϕ) in polar coordinates. Then

d := dimB(Γ, rad) = 2
1+α ,(41)

M∗d(Γ, rad) = +∞.(42)

Proof. We first obtain the upper bound of the area of the ε-nucleus of Γ.

Note that inequality f(ϕ)−f(ϕ+2π) > 2ε is satisfied when aϕ−α−1 [logϕ]l >

aϕ−α−1 > 2ε, that is, for ϕ < ϕ
2
(ε), where ϕ

2
(ε) :=

(
2ε
a

)−1/(1+α)
. From

the definition of ϕ2(ε), see (35), we have

(43) ϕ2(ε) ≥ ϕ
2
(ε),

therefore,
(44)

|N(Γ, ε)| ≤ π( sup
[ϕ

2
(ε),ϕ

2
(ε)+2π]

f + ε)2 ≤ π
(
mϕ

2
(ε)−α

[
logϕ

2
(ε)
]l

+ ε

)2

.

We see that

(45) |N(Γ, ε)| ≤ c1 · ε2α/(1+α) [log ε]2l ,

where c1 > 0.
Now we estimate the area of the ε-tail of Γ from above. The inequality

f(ϕ) − f(ϕ + 2π) < 2ε is satisfied when aϕ−α−1 [logϕ]l < 2ε. Hence,
f(ϕ)− f(ϕ+ 2π) < 2ε is satisfied for ϕ > ϕ2(ε), where

(46) ϕ2(ε) :=

(
2ε

a

)−1/(1+α−δ)
,
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for δ = δ(ε) := infδ>0{δ : [logϕ]l < ϕδ, ∀ϕ ≥ ϕ2(ε)}. Notice that aϕ−α−1 [logϕ]l ≤
aϕ−(α−δ)−1, for all ϕ ≥ ϕ2(ε). Therefore ϕ2(ε) ≤ ϕ2(ε), and from this we
have that

|T (Γ, ε)| ≤ 2

∫ ϕ2(ε)

ϕ1

[(f(ϕ) + ε)2 − (f(ϕ)− ε)2] dϕ

= 2ε

∫ ϕ2(ε)

ϕ1

f(ϕ) dϕ ≤ 2εm

∫ ϕ2(ε)

ϕ1

ϕ−α [logϕ]l dϕ

≤ 2εm

∫ ϕ2(ε)

ϕ1

ϕ−(α−δ)dϕ

=
2εm

1− α
(ϕ2(ε)1−(α−δ) − ϕ1−(α−δ)

1 ) ≤ c2 · ε2(α−δ)/(1+α−δ),

where c2 > 0. Notice that δ → 0 as ε→ 0.
Defining d := 2/(1 + α) we have that, see (38),

(47) M∗d(Γ, rad) ≤M∗d(Γ, n) +M∗d(Γ, t) = +∞+∞ = +∞.

For every d′ > d it holds that M∗d′(Γ, n) = 0, and we can take ε > 0

sufficiently small, such that δ > 0 be sufficiently small, so thatM∗d′(Γ, t) =
0. Hence, we conclude that dimB(Γ, rad) ≤ d.

To obtain a lower bound of the area of ε-nucleus of Γ, we show that

(48) N(Γ, ε) ⊃ Br(0), r := inf
ϕ∈[ϕ2(ε),ϕ2(ε)+2π]

f(ϕ),

analogously as in the proof of [16, Theorem 1]. Using (48) and (39) we
obtain

(49) |N(Γ, ε)| ≥ πr2 ≥ π
(
m(ϕ2(ε) + 2π)−α [log(ϕ2(ε))]l

)2
,

hence,

(50) |N(Γ, ε)| ≥ c1 · ε2α/(1+α−δ) [log ε]2l ,

where c1 > 0.
Similarly as above we obtain that

(51) |T (Γ, ε)| ≥ 2ε

∫ ϕ
2
(ε)

ϕ1

f(ϕ) dϕ ≥ c2 · ε2α/(1+α),

where c2 > 0, provided ε is sufficiently small.
As ϕ

2
(ε) ≤ ϕ2(ε), we conclude that

(52) Md
∗(Γ, rad) ≥ lim inf

ε→0

c1 · ε2α/(1+α−δ) [log ε]2l + c2 · ε2α/(1+α)

ε2−d = c2.

For every d′ < d, we can take ε > 0 sufficiently small, such that δ > 0 be
sufficiently small, so it holds that Md′

∗ (Γ, rad) = +∞. Hence, we conclude
that dimB(Γ, rad) ≥ d. �
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The following theorem is a marginally modified variant of [16, Theorem

4]. The only difference is in adding the log term [log ε]l.

Theorem 9. Let Γ be a spiral of focus type defined by r = f(ϕ), f : [ϕ1,∞)→
(0,∞), such that f(ϕ) is decreasing, and f(ϕ)→ 0. Let there exist ε0 such
that the functional inequality

(53) f

(
ϕ+

ε

f(ϕ)
+

ε

f(ϕ)− ε

)
> f(ϕ)− ε.

holds for all ε ∈ (0, ε0) and ϕ ∈ (ϕ1, ϕ2(ε)), where ϕ2(ε) is defined by (35).
Assume also that there exist positive constants C, C and q < 1 such that

C εq ≤ f(ϕ2(ε)) ≤ C ε1− d
2 [log ε]l, where d := dimB(Γ, rad) and l ∈ N. Then

(54) dimBΓ = dimB(Γ, rad).

We omit the proof of Theorem 9, as it is almost completely analogous
to the proof of [16, Theorem 4]. Only one small difference occurs in the

treatment of the log term in the condition f(ϕ2(ε)) ≤ C ε1− d
2 [log ε]l.

The following excision property of Minkowski contents will enable us to
handle the condition for ϕ1 to be sufficiently large in Theorem 10. We
completely omit the proof, as it is already proved in [16].

Lemma 1. (Excision property for simple smooth curves) Let Γ be a simple
smooth curve in R2, that is, Γ is the graph of continuously differentiable
injection h : [ϕ1,∞) → R2. Assume that dimBΓ > 1. Let ϕ1 > ϕ1 be given
and Γ1 := h(ϕ1,∞). Then

d := dimBΓ1 = dimBΓ, d := dimBΓ1 = dimBΓ,(55)

Md
∗(Γ1) =Md

∗(Γ), M∗d(Γ1) =M∗d(Γ).(56)

Analogous claim holds for radial box dimensions and radial Minkowski con-
tents: if dimB(Γ, rad) > 1, then

δ := dimB(Γ1, rad) = dimB(Γ, rad), δ := dimB(Γ1, rad) = dimB(Γ, rad),

Mδ
∗(Γ1, rad) =Mδ

∗(Γ, rad), M∗δ(Γ1, rad) =M∗δ(Γ, rad).

In particular, the conclusions hold for smooth spirals r = f(ϕ), where f(ϕ)
is a decreasing function tending to 0 as ϕ→∞.

Finally, here is the modified variant of Theorem 5.

Theorem 10. Assume in addition to the assumptions of Theorem 8 that the
function f is decreasing, of class C2, and there exist positive constants M1

and M2 such that for all ϕ ≥ ϕ1,

(57) M1ϕ
−α−1[logϕ]l ≤ |f ′(ϕ)| ≤M2ϕ

−α−1[logϕ]l.

Then

(58) dimB Γ = dimB(Γ, rad) = d,
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and

(59) M∗d(Γ) =M∗d(Γ, rad) = +∞,

where d := 2
1+α .

Proof. (a) From the excision result, see Lemma 1, we can assume without
loss of generality that ϕ1 is sufficiently large, which we need below. We first
check that condition (53) of Theorem 9 is fulfilled. By the Lagrange mean
value theorem for all ϕ ∈ (ϕ1, ϕ2(ε)), where ϕ2(ε) is defined in (35), we have
that

D := f(ϕ)− f
(
ϕ+

ε

f(ϕ)
+

ε

f(ϕ)− ε

)
≤ |f ′(ϕ)|

(
ε

f(ϕ)
+

ε

f(ϕ)− ε

)
≤M2ϕ

−α−1[logϕ]l
(

ε

mϕ−α[logϕ]l
+

ε

mϕ−α[logϕ]l − ε

)
= ε ·M2

ϕ−1

[logϕ]l

(
1

m
+

1

m− ε · ϕα

[logϕ]l

)
.

Since ϕ2(ε) ≤ c · ε−1/(1+α−δ), see the proof of Theorem 8, we have

ε · ϕα

[logϕ]l
≤ ε · ϕα ≤ ε · ϕ2(ε)α ≤ cαε(1−δ)/(1+α−δ) ≤ 1

2
m

for all ε ∈ (0, ε0), provided ε0 is sufficiently small. Therefore,

(60) D ≤ ε · 3M2

mϕ1[logϕ1]l
< ε,

where we assume that ϕ1 is sufficiently large: ϕ1 > 3M2/m.
The second condition in Theorem 9 is also fulfilled. Indeed, since c ·

ε−1/(1+α) ≤ ϕ2(ε) ≤ c · ε−1/(1+α−δ), where δ := supε∈(0,ε0) δ(ε) and δ(ε)
being defined as in the proof of Theorem 8, we conclude that

mc−αεα/(1+α−δ) ≤ mc−αεα/(1+α−δ)
[
log
(
c · ε−1/(1+α−δ)

)]l
≤ f(ϕ2(ε)) ≤ mc−αεα/(1+α),

that is, Cεq ≤ f(ϕ2(ε)) ≤ Cε1− d
2 , where q := α/(1 + α − δ). Therefore, by

Theorem 9 we have that dimBΓ = dimB(Γ, rad). Now from this, using (33),
Theorems 8 and 9, we obtain

2

1 + α
= dimB(Γ, rad) ≤ dimBΓ ≤ dimBΓ = dimB(Γ, rad) =

2

1 + α
.

This proves (58).
(b) To prove (59) it suffices to check that for all ε ∈ (0, ε0),

(61) |Γ(ϕ1,∞)ε,rad| −O(ε2) ≤ |Γ(ϕ1,∞)ε|.
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Indeed, since Γ(ϕ1,∞)ε,rad ⊆ Γ(ϕ1,∞)ε ∪ A(ε), where A(ε) is the area of
the part of Γ(ϕ1,∞)ε corresponding to ϕ < ϕ1. This area is clearly of order
O(ε2) since it is contained in the disk Bε(T1), where T1 is the point on Γ
corresponding to ϕ1.

From (61) we have M∗s(Γ, rad) ≤M∗s(Γ), for all s ≥ 0. From Theorem
8 it follows M∗d(Γ, rad) = +∞, hence M∗d(Γ) = +∞. �
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